.
The single cells have been tested in a non sealed cell configuration at 750°C in hydrogen. The results of both current -voltage curves and impedance spectra at various hydrogen flow rates point to mass transport being a limiting factor for the cell performance at low hydrogen flow rates (e.g. high fuel utilization). Figure 2 have been assembled according to the Sulzer HEXIS stack design. Performance, durability and RedOx stability was tested at 800°C in steam reformed natural gas with a steam to carbon ratio of 2. An example of the stack and individual cell performance shows Figure 3 . With reformed natural gas the cell performance reached 0.43 W/cm 2 . Electrical efficiencies (>60%) at high fuel utilization (90%) have been achieved representing an excellent performance for the non sealed HEXIS stack design. Differences in the performance and the RedOx stability are attributed to residual differences in the microstructure of the anode support even for nominally identically prepared supports. Therefore, the need for further optimization of the anode substrate fabrication with respect to reproducibility and RedOx stability of the cells is clearly indicated. Further automation of the pressing procedure has promising perspectives with respect to reproducibility and low cost mass production of anode supported cells. 
Stacks consisting of three cells as shown in

